SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
DON’T HAPPEN BY
ACCIDENT

BUILDING A LOYAL CUSTOMER BASE
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Changes to
DES
The changes to Disability Employment Services (DES) from July 2018
have significant implications for providers and traditional business
models in the sector.

As before, overall provider funding is determined by each customer’s
individual needs and the level of assistance likely required to help
them secure sustainable employment. This is now coupled with
an increased weighting on outcome payments, withdrawal of
guaranteed caseloads and the introduction of consumer choice.

Existing providers are already launching marketing efforts in the
hope of influencing current DES participants to remain loyal post
July 2018. New providers must be prepared for the significant
investment required to establish their business. This means
attracting new DES participants from Centrelink, and/or enticing
existing DES participants to make the switch from other providers.
Competition to attract and retain this caseload will bring a new level
of rivalry not seen in the industry before.

When considering competitive strategies, providers should bear
in mind that the Government has adopted a market stewardship
approach and will continue to oversee how the marketplace
develops. The market will be monitored to ensure that it delivers
positive outcomes for people with disability, and government will
likely act to protect vulnerable clients from any apparent predatory
behaviour by providers.
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Satisfied Customers
Don’t Happen by
Accident
Every Disability
Employment Services
provider aims to
have satisfied, loyal
customers.

The ideal customer is keen to share their positive experience with
others during their journey, and after they have found sustainable
employment. They have a genuine connection to your brand, are loyal
to your organisation, and will be an advocate for your service.

Building a loyal customer base is easier said than done.
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Reaching Your
Customers
Growth in marketing and advertising across the sector
is expected to raise the profile of Disability Employment
Services in general and increase the potential number of
direct registrations. Providers will need strategies to ensure
that their organisation stands out in a crowded marketplace.
Promotional strategies and messages will need to target
multiple audiences including: adults and young people with
disability, carers and friends, health care professionals,
teachers, and community service providers.

As with any service, personal recommendations from trusted
friends, relatives and other associates are likely to be a highly
effective promotional tool for a DES business.

However, providers should consider that even satisfied
customers may, in some cases, be unwilling to disclose or
discuss their involvement with a DES service.
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The sector is now seeing a wave of partnership building activity with community referrers, coupled
with outreach strategies, to reach target client groups. This approach can be effective for gaining new
referrals, but the relationships need to be managed carefully. Providers should identify a key contact
point or relationship manager to avoid ‘referrer fatigue’ and minimise barriers to making a referral.
Secondly, whilst these relationships are potentially a strong avenue for ‘word of mouth’ referrals, bear
in mind that referrers are trusting you with their valued clients. Your services must meet expectations
for quality; referral organisations who are dissatisfied with your service may not hesitate to share their
experiences and recommend an alternative provider.

Providers should also consider the critical role of diversity in their DES service offering. Individuals from
culturally diverse backgrounds who are not fluent in English, are likely to require a different approach to
marketing and engagement. Maintaining a diverse staff profile that reflects your local communities can
help you to reach and attract customers, and respond effectively to their needs and circumstances.

Hivetec system support
Capture Leads
- Integrate Bridge with your website to manage new enquiries
Manage Clients and Stakeholders
- Capture client and stakeholder information including family, next of kin, carers and referrers
- engage and communicate with clients and stakeholders directly via the Bridge system
Match Consultants with Clients
- Capture skills, qualifications, interests, languages etc. to help match the right consultant with
each client
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Building Customer Loyalty
Customer loyalty cannot be generated in a fortnight, but it can be lost in an instant.
In this new environment, strategies to build customer

An improved understanding of a customer’s needs,

loyalty and attract new customers are an investment

gained over a long-term association with a service

in the long-term success of your DES business. As

provider is positive for DES participants. An ongoing,

customer choice is new to the sector, providers

positive relationship reduces the time and effort

face the challenge of determining what factors will

expended by the customer in navigating the array

influence loyalty in a DES customer. Nevertheless, one

of other choices available. Each change in provider

of the key themes for DES customer loyalty is likely

comes with a need to supply new information,

to be ‘what I expected vs what I received’. The closer

disclose personal information and build a relationship

that providers can bring these two elements together,

with a new consultant. The participant must also

the stronger customer loyalty will be.

adapt to new processes and service approaches,
reducing their focus on personal goals. Loyalty
behaviour therefore benefits both the provider and
the customer.

Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction with a service doesn’t just happen, it evolves and changes over time.

Working with someone to prepare for employment

Each customer will place a different emphasis on

can be a lengthy process that may span weeks,

various aspects of service quality. It is critical that

months, or even years. Maintaining satisfaction over

organisations identify which elements are most

this period requires careful planning and execution;

important to individual customers. In DES, this means

service delivery must adapt to each client’s changing

a shift away from traditional compliance focused

needs and circumstances.

servicing to a more customer centric approach. A
customer centric business focuses on the needs

The literature identifies an array of factors which

and preferences of each individual and aims to

contribute to service quality and which may be

minimise interactions that cause frustration, anxiety

important for customers, including :

or confusion.
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 timeliness and convenience
 personal attention
 reliability and dependability
 employee competence and professionalism
 empathy
 responsiveness
 assurance
 availability
 tangibles such as physical facilities and
equipment and the appearance of staff

Center for the Study of Social Policy, Customer Satisfaction: what the research tells
us, February 2007, Washington DC USA, Available at URL: https://www.cssp.org/
publications/constituents-co-invested-in-change/customer-satisfaction/customersatisfaction-what-research-tells-us.pdf [Accessed 26/3/2018]
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Business researchers Schnieder and Bowen assert that service organisations must meet three key
customer needs: security, esteem, and justice2 . In other words, organisations must be reliable and
dependable in their service delivery, respect and value each customer as a significant individual,
and ensure that customers are treated fairly and equitably. This is the essence of a customer centric
approach and will be critical to maintaining DES customer satisfaction and loyalty.

The servicing period is the most critical component of the DES customer journey. When planning your
approach to servicing, it is helpful to think about how your customer will experience each interaction or
episode of service. An episode of service may be an appointment with a consultant, completing a job
plan, a phone call, or even an email. Taken together, episodes of service comprise the overall customer
experience. The more positive and customer focused each episode of service is, the higher the likelihood
of that customer remaining loyal to your organisation.

Individual short episodes of service may have minor impacts on loyalty unless something serious goes
wrong. The more frequent the short episodes of service are for the customer, the easier they should
be to complete simply. Lengthier and more detailed episodes of service, such as developing a Job Plan,
require a skilled conversation and approach to engage positively with the customer.

Episodes of service that revolve predominantly around a compliance requirement, such as developing
a Job Plan or discussing mutual obligations, require careful planning to create a positive experience.
Expressing a genuine interest in the participant’s wellbeing and personal goals, reviewing progress notes
and adopting a collaborative approach to planning will ensure that the participant feels valued and gains
value from the interaction.

“Only one consultant, Heather, really stood out. She was the only person to genuinely listen to me and be compassionate and
encouraging. Heather actually looked through my resume, reviewed my previous work and talked about how my skills might
fit different roles. She actually got to know me. This meant that she was better able to identify my needs and so the support
services she offered were more helpful.”

- DES Participant, interviewed by i-Exchange

Hivetec system support
Manage and Schedule Tasks
- Embed best practice service delivery activities that prompt consultants to complete specific
tasks during each episode of service
- Leverage compliance tasks to trigger positive interactions with customers; eg. experience
interactions; eg. send an automated email to your customer following submission of a job plan

2

Schneider,B. & Bowen, D., Winning the Service Game, Harvard Business School Press, 1995-3, Boston MA USA
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Completely Satisfied
Customers
The only truly loyal customers are totally satisfied customers.
Conventional wisdom suggests that there is a linear relationship between customer satisfaction and customer
loyalty. However, research has shown that there is a significant difference between the loyalty of satisfied and
completely satisfied customers.

One study found that, in highly competitive markets, completely satisfied customers were six times more likely
to be loyal, repeat customers than those who were merely satisfied. Further, researchers found that merely
satisfied customers were easily switched to a competitor. 3

“A completely satisfied customer typically believes that the company excels in understanding and addressing his or her personal
preferences, values, needs, or problems. To figure out how to satisfy customers in this fashion, a company has to excel at listening to
customers and interpreting what they are saying”

- Jones & Sasser 1995

Listening to customers at each stage of the journey,
and during each episode of service, is a critical step to

The practice of listening to your customers should
continue throughout the servicing period and during
each episode of service.

building this level of satisfaction and maintaining loyalty.
For example, during the onboarding process for a new
DES customer, consider asking and capturing feedback
on the following:

This should include:
 surveying customers regularly about their service
experience and their level of satisfaction with the service
they are receiving

How did you hear about us?
This enables you to assess the reach and effectiveness of
your various marketing channels

 capturing compliments, complaints and questions
from customers, responding quickly, and feeding this
information back to the organisation as a whole

What made you choose us?
This helps you determine what aspects of your service
offering are most important to the individual customer.
Over time, this data can be aggregated to provide insights
into how your service offering might be improved and also
used to refine customer acquisition strategies.

3
Jones,T.O & Sasser, W.E, Why Satisfied Customers Defect, Harvard Business
Review, Nov-Dec 1995
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Why Do Dissatisfied
Customers Stay?
Recent research by Consiglio & van Osselaer (2016)

Savvy providers may attract these customers by

also sheds light on the phenomenon of behavioural

identifying key friction points, developing a more

loyalty in the face of poor service experiences. The

targeted service offering, and implementing

research found that customers with lower self-

strategies to reduce the barriers to switching from

confidence or self-esteem are less likely to initiate a

their current provider such as a ‘try before you buy’

switch to another provider.

approach.

These customers are not loyal in the traditional
sense but tolerate poor service due to higher

Consiglio & van Osselaer, The Devil You Know: Service Failures, Self-Esteem,

barriers to switching.

and Behavioral Loyalty, 2016

Providers may also adopt more active approaches to incorporating customer feedback into service delivery such
as including customers on interview panels and engaging them in service improvement projects.

Crucially, frontline staff must be appropriately trained to listen and respond to customers. Staff must have the
ability and authority to make attempts at resolving issues and making amends when something goes wrong
during an episode of service.

“extraordinary services ... so excel in meeting customers’ personal preferences, in appealing to their values, or in solving their particular
problems that they make the product or service seem customized”

- Jones & Sasser 1995
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Considering the high volume of caseload suspension

Finally, the process of listening should also continue,

in DES, customer loyalty will also need to last the test

if possible, when a customer is considering leaving

of being suspended from the service for a period.

your service. Providers should attempt to ascertain

Each incidence of re-referral to DES presents an

what went wrong, what they could have done

opportunity for a DES participant to exercise choice.

differently, and whether any changes could be made

Previous experience and levels of satisfaction are

to encourage the customer to stay. Again, it is critical

and likely to be critical and influential at this point.

that providers have systems and processes in place to

Providers committed to service excellence and

capture, and learn from, this feedback.

customer retention may seek to maintain contact
with their customers during periods of suspension.
Positive interactions during this time could contribute
significantly to maintaining a strong connection with
the customer.

Hivetec system support
Track Client Availability
- Record when a participant is available to meet so that you can book episodes of service at
appropriate times
- Identify and record times when a participant will not be available, eg. on holidays, so that you
can engage with them as soon as they get back
Structure Episodes of Service
- Plan workflows to help consultants deliver key episodes of service and achieve
defined outcomes
Monitor Client Satisfaction
- Get timely feedback by embedding surveys in automated emails that are triggered by an
episode of service

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS DON’T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT
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Employee Loyalty and
Customer Loyalty
“Employees come first. If you take care of your employees, they will take care of your clients.”

- Sir Richard Branson

Research suggests that an increasing focus on

Completely satisfying customers requires a high

customer loyalty may have a positive effect on

level of service excellence that must be delivered

employee loyalty and retention . Satisfied customers

consistently by each member of staff throughout

are easier for employees to work with and are

the customer’s journey and during each episode of

more engaged with service provision. Customer-

service. Your organisation’s brand image and promise

employee interactions become less transactional and

must be experienced by your customers every

more relationship based, leading to improved job

time they interact with your staff. In a DES service,

satisfaction.

customer loyalty is also strongly influenced by the

4

relationships that customers build with your staff.

“It is with employees that the customer builds a bond of trust and expectations, and when those people leave, the
bond is broken”

- Reichheld 1993

Employee retention, engagement and loyalty

Employee retention also requires recruiting the

are critical to building customer loyalty. Engaged

right people for the job. Employees who are a good

employees believe in your organisation and its goals,

‘fit’ are more likely to perform well and be satisfied

and value your customers. They are willing to put in

with their role. Most organisations look for key skills

the extra effort to ensure that service is delivered

and competencies during the recruitment process,

well and will seek creative solutions to overcome

and have programs in place to induct and train

challenges and obstacles. Crucially, they are also more

new employees. Yet many organisations fail to fully

likely to stay.

capitalise on their existing areas of excellence. Do you
know what makes some employees more successful
than others?
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Providers should seek to identify the key

Once these traits are identified, recruitment processes

characteristics, skills and traits of employees who

should be adapted to identify candidates with these

engage most successfully with DES customers and

skills. These skills and traits can be developed in

deliver strong outcomes.

your staff; recruitment processes need to look for
these skills and traits. In the new DES environment,

These may include:

providers may see improved outcomes from
recruitment processes that focus on skills and

 empathy

personality traits, rather than industry knowledge.

 interpersonal communication skills
 an ability to challenge and/or manage customer
expectations
 knowledge of the local labour market
 initiative and problem-solving skills

4
Schneider, R., Loyalty-Based Management, Harvard Business Review,
Mar-Apr 1993

Hivetec system support
Analyse data sets
- Combine data on skills and qualifications with other survey and outcome data to identify
correlations
Engage with your staff
- Create full functionality staff pages with workflows, forms, pictures and staff availability;
ensuring you engage with your staff in the same way as you engage with clients.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS DON’T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT
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SAMPLE EPISODES OF SERVICE

During the appointment, Bob and his
consultant discuss his progress to
date and jobs that he has applied for.

At Bob's first appointment, the
consultant discussed Bob's
availability for future appointments.

Bob forgets when his next
appointment is scheduled, but
receives a reminder email from his
consultant the day beforehand

The consultant added Bob's
upcoming medical appointments and
family holiday to the calendar and
found another appointment time that
suited them both.

Track Client
Availability

Manage Clients and
Stakeholders

The consultant reminds Bob about his
participation requirements and talks
about strategies for active job
searching.

After the appointment, Bob
receives an email asking him to
rate his experience with the
consultant that day

Bob asks about some additional
training to help him update his skills
for the retail sector. The consultant is
unsure what training is needed, but
promises to get back to him after she
has spoken to some training providers
and key account employers regarding
the required entry skill sets.

Manage and Schedule
Tasks

Monitor Client
Satisfaction

Structure Episodes of
Service

x
Bob reports that he was not fully satisfied with the service he received from his consultant.
Bob indicates that he was satisfied
with the service he received from his
consultant and leaves positive
feedback.

The Manager receives a workflow task to contact Bob. She calls Bob to discuss his feedback and find out
what could be done differently.

Positive feedback received from Bob
appears on the consultant’s profile.

Bob explains that he would like a consultant who is closer to him in age and has more experience
with the retail industry.
The Manager searches the consultant records on Bridge and finds a consultant at a nearby Your DES
Service office who might be a better fit for Bob. Bob's next appointment is scheduled with this consultant.
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Analyse Data Sets

Analyse Data Sets

Engage with your Staff

Match Consultants with Clients

Customer Loyalty and
the Competition
Successful DES Providers are expected to invest heavily in multi-channel marketing and promotional
strategies to highlight their brand and unique offering. For the first-time providers will need to identify,
collate and critically examine strategies that have proven to be successful in attracting and retaining DES
participants. All providers will need to position themselves to continuously improve service delivery and
adapt to strategies implemented by competitors. Establishing your strategies and approach to competition
should be a key part of your organisation’s DES implementation plan.

Consider how you will:

 identify what your competitors are doing?
 respond and adapt in a way that is consistent with your philosophy and values?
 use this intelligence strategically to improve your own services?

“If someone had told me that (DES) services were supposed to actually provide support and help me, and I knew I could shop
around for a better service, I would definitely take that option. You won’t get anywhere until you’re partnered with someone who
genuinely believes in you and wants to see you get a job.”

- DES Participant, interviewed by i-Exchange

Existing providers will have the benefit of an established brand and, potentially, a loyal customer base.
New entrants face significant challenges in developing infrastructure and establishing themselves in the
market. Yet they also have the opportunity to promote a service that is new and different, and free from
unnecessary complexity for their customers. While competition may be fierce, a strong commitment to
quality customer experience, staff retention and outcomes will ultimately build customer loyalty and set
your organisation apart.

Hivetec system support
Hivetec offers expertise that will help all DES providers remain compliant while
delivering innovation in the sector
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CONTACT US: 1300 195 225
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